Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Human motor behavior is characterized by an extreme flexibility. We can pick up a cup with the right hand, with the left hand while the arm is positioned in all sort of angles, we can even pick it up by using our feet as the main effector organs. We can walk forward, backward, we can jump, dance, run, shuffle and produce all sorts of silly walks. Without any problem we seem to be able to produce an almost infinite stream of movements in order to reach goals in the environment. This is a crucial feature of the motor system which is based on the acquisition of generalized neural representations of the many ways in which the environment's (mechanical) properties affect the motor system ([@CR49]). Functional connections between these representations (neural ensembles) create a distributed organization with extreme flexibility and storage capacity for movement aspects such as the mode of coordination of multi-joint actions, velocity and direction (Dobkin 2000). This organization is maintained by ongoing use.

For a large part motor behavior can be seen as problem solving (Latash et al. 2002; [@CR85]; [@CR86]; [@CR130]). Indeed, we are continuously forced to find solutions for problems that appear in the environment. These solutions, however, can not be static but should always be tailored to the actual requirements. Indeed, when the environmental constraints are never the same, the solutions can also never be the same. This is an important point since it indicates that motor control can not be the result of a rigid hierarchically organized system, generating efferent commands to individual muscles and joints on basis of motor programs stored in a *neural warehouse*. Motor control is a much more heterarchical process based on the continuous interaction of motor processes with cognitive and perceptual processes ([@CR104]; [@CR50]; [@CR110]; [@CR23]).

The present article is focused on a specific aspect of this interaction. It is questioned whether movement imagination and action observation as cognitive-perceptual acts may play a role in re-learning motor skills. However, before we address the topics of motor imagery and observation in more detail, some remarks have to be made on the plasticity of the motor system.

Cortical plasticity {#Sec2}
===================

Cortical representations in the adult brain are not fixed or rigid but highly dynamic ([@CR109]; [@CR108]; [@CR9]; [@CR63]; [@CR116]; [@CR105]; [@CR72]). Local cortical connections and responses are continuously reorganized as a result of peripheral and central alterations of input. In other words, experience can modify brain structure. This ability of sensory and motor cortices to dynamically reorganize is an important component of normal learning and recovery after neural injury.

In a landmark experiment [@CR83] showed that if a body part becomes less active, (e.g. deafferentation), so that less (or no) response-produced afferent information is sent to the brain, its topographical representation in the somatosensory cortex decreases in size. These results have been replicated in numerous studies (see [@CR1]; [@CR3]; [@CR12]; [@CR84]).

This cortical reorganization is not only the result of longterm structural lesions, but takes place also after relative short periods of lack of normal input, such as following a temporary ischaemic nerve block ([@CR33]; [@CR13]) or after a (relatively short) period of disuse (De Jong et al. 2003; [@CR134]).

In a recent study of [@CR40] it was shown that subjects with focal hand dystonia (writer's cramp) were less able to mentally rotate the pictures of hands in order to give a laterality judgment. This is an interesting finding, since it has been indicated that mental rotation of body parts activates more or less the same brain structures as needed for the actual execution of movements with that body part. This indicates that the effects of pain and disuse are not limited to the peripheral effectors but lead to a central reorganization. In other words, pain influences the neural representation of a movement. Also other authors found a substantial central reorganization in both the somatosensory and the motor system as a result of neuropathic and musculoskeletal pain. In patients with chronic low back pain and fibromyalgia the amount of reorganizational change increases with the duration of the pain. In phantom limb pain and other neuropathic pain syndromes cortical reorganization is related to the intensity of the pain ([@CR41]).

Central reorganization, however, takes place not only as a result of *deprivation of sensory input* but also as a result of an *increase of sensory input*. For example [@CR18] were able to show that a training period of 15--30min was sufficient to initiate a change of the TMS-evoked movement direction ([@CR18]). More recently [@CR70] trained healthy adults to detect small changes in the frequency of 21Hz electrical stimulation applied to digits 2t3t4 of the right hand for 4 hours. Before and after the training, magneto-encephalographic (MEG) signals were recorded using a whole-head MEG system. Increased activation was measured in the left primary somatosensory (L-SI) and medial parietal precuneus (PCu) areas. [@CR46] showed that extensive musical training resulted in multi-regional changes in the brain (gray matter volume). Even simple movements, repeated over a short period of time, are effective in inducing cortical representational changes ([@CR18]; [@CR125]).

[@CR91] showed that in patients with severe hemiparesis changes in regional cerebral bloodflow took place as a result of task-oriented arm training.

A number of studies revealed that altering sensory input in normal subjects distorts the perceived shape, size and orientation of the body (see [@CR64]). Experimental manipulation of sensory input so that touch and vision are disconnected results in the 'rubber-hand' illusion, in which individuals misattribute tactile sensations *felt* by their hand to a rubber prosthetic hand that they see being stimulated. ([@CR5]).

Activity-dependent plasticity takes place not only in the brain but also in the spinal cord. Recently [@CR129] stressed the importance of the spinal cord for motor learning and they described how spinal plasticity is shaped by sensory input.

Hence, the availability of multimodal response-related input forms a crucial factor for the intactness of motor representations in the brain, for the intactness of body awareness and also for learning and recovery. Against this background, learning can be seen as input-dependent plasticity that is reflected in changes in the brain.

Traditionally 5 sources of response-related input have been distinguished in relation to motor learning: 1) proprioceptive information, 2) tactile information, 3) vestibular information, 4) visual information and 5) (to a lesser extent) auditory information (see also [@CR77]; [@CR86]; [@CR110]). All these 5 sources are directly related to the actual execution of movements.

In the present article I will ask whether for motor learning it is always necessary to actually execute the movement. It is questioned whether it is possible to learn a movement not by executing it but by *imagining* the movement or by *observing the movement as performed by others*? In other words, does the imagination (and=or observation) of a movement result in a flow of information that is similar to the flow that is generated by the actual execution of a movement? I will show that there is ample evidence that motor imagery (and action observation) may, indeed, play a relevant role in the (re-)learning of motor skills. Answering this question is not only theoretically interesting in that it underscores the intricate relationship between cognitive processes and motor processes, but also clinically relevant. The clinical relevance is clear: in conditions where patients are not able (due to pain and=or a lesion) or not allowed to move (e.g. after tendon repair) they can "exercise" mentally in order to prevent the above mentioned representational changes that take place as a result of inactivity and disuse. Furthermore, in rehabilitation it may play a role as an additional tool for (motor) learning.

Motor imagery {#Sec3}
=============

We are able to imagine almost everything. Sitting at my desk and overlooking a canal in down-town Amsterdam, I can at the same time easily imagine that I walk outside the city on a country road. I can imagine scenes or objects that are not there, or no longer there. I can mentally perform actions which I can not perform in reality. I can imagine myself as a perfect dancer although reality has learned me that my motor networks are very reluctant to learn the repetitive and rhythmic motor patterns needed for that type of skill. Although this imaginative power can be used in the visual, auditory, and tactile domains, in the present text I will focus solely on the imagination of movements (motor imagery).

Motor imagery is a cognitive process in which a subject imagines that he=she performs a movement without actually performing the movement and without even tensing the muscles. It is a dynamic state during which the representation of a specific motor action is internally activated without any motor output. In other words motor imagery requires the conscious activation of brain regions that are also involved in movement preparation and execution, accompanied by a voluntary inhibition of the actual movement ([@CR73]).

A fast-growing number of studies indicated that brain areas engaged in the actual performance of movements are also active during motor imagery ([@CR52]; [@CR113]; [@CR117]; [@CR75]; [@CR47]; [@CR48]; [@CR59]; [@CR62]). Multiple studies showed the involvement of the premotor, supplementary motor, cingulate and parietal cortical areas, the basal ganglia, and the cerebellum, not only during the actual execution of a movement but also during the imagination of a movement ([@CR53]; [@CR25]).

[@CR120] showed that the imagination of different moving body parts (foot, hand and tongue) activated the precentral gyrus in a somatotopic manner. Similar results were obtained by [@CR34] who showed that imagery of finger, tongue and toe movements activated the somatotopically organized areas of the primary motor cortex in a systematic manner, which means that imagery of finger movement activated the finger area, imagery of toe movements activated the foot zones of the posterior part of the contralateral supplementary motor area and the contralateral primary motor cortex and imagery of tongue movements activated the tongue region of the primary motor cortex. These data suggest that the imagined body part is reflected more or less directly in the pattern of cortical activation. The results are in accordance with an earlier study by [@CR35] who demonstrated that motor imagery influenced the corticospinal excitability in a very specific way. For example, motor imagery of forearm flexion enhances the MEPs of the m. biceps brachialis, an agonist during forearm flexion, whereas this was not the case during imagery of forearm extension, where the m. biceps brachialis acts as an antagonist. Hence, motor imagery does not lead to a generalized muscular arousal but to movement-specific central activation patterns.

Some studies using fMRI also found activation in the primary motor cortex ([@CR102], [@CR101]; [@CR106]; [@CR47], see also [@CR112]). In a recent study [@CR115] showed bilateral activity in the primary motor cortex during motor imagery of tongue protrusion. However, primary motor cortex activity was found absent in other studies ([@CR97]; [@CR53]; [@CR82]; [@CR27]) so that the degree of involvement of the primary motor cortex still is a matter of debate (see also [@CR28]).

In a recent study [@CR119] showed that kinesthetic but not visual motor imagery modulated corticomotor excitability, particularly at the supraspinal level. This outcome is interesting since it indicates that not only the area but also the degree of activation depends on the type of imagery being performed. Furthermore, this finding is relevant for the clinical use of motor imagery. Indeed, motor imagery strategies can be divided into *kinesthetic motor imagery* and *visual motor imagery*. During kinesthetic motor imagery the subject has the feeling that he/she actually performs the movement with all the sensory consequences (first person perspective). During visual motor imagery the subject sees him/her self performing the movement as from a distance (third person perspective). The results of Stinear suggest that kinesthetic motor imagery would be more effective for motor learning than visual motor imagery. Also [@CR107] studied these two types of imagination. They trained individuals to imagine a series of actions as being performed either by themselves (first person perspective) or by another individual (third person perspective). Both perspectives were associated by the activation of common neural networks in the SMA, the precentral gyrus and the precuneus. First perspective taking, however, was associated with the increased activity in the left inferior parietal lobule and the left somatosensory cortex, whereas the third person perspective activated the right inferior parietal lobule, the posterior cingulate and the fronto-polar cortex.

This distinction between first person and third person perspective, has been described elsewhere as a distinction between internal imagery and external imagery ([@CR77]). In internal imagery the subject approximates a real life situation in such a way that the person actually experiences the sensory sensations that might be expected in that situation. During external imagery, the subject views him/her self as observing another person performing the movement.

[@CR82] studied musicians who played the piano "*in the mind*". When the pianists played music on a silent keybord, they activated a network consisting of the left primary sensorimotor area, the left cerebellum, the premotor/supplementary motor areas, the intraparietal sulci and the bilateral extrastriate visual areas. The pure imagination of the music performance activated the same network with the exception of the primary sensorimotor area in the left hemisphere and the right cerebellum.

[@CR66] showed that motor imagery even had an affect on the spinal segmental excitability. Nine healthy adult participants had to perform a series of imagined flexion-extension movements of the fingers. The results indicated a subthreshold activation of spinal motoneurons.

Hence, at this moment there is ample evidence that motor execution and motor imagery activate overlapping areas in the brain. Although the majority of the studies are focused on hand/finger or mouth movements, it is in the context of the present text, relevant to note that the activation of brain cortical areas during motor imagery is not limited to hand/finger or mouth movements but that also the imagination of gross movements results in the activation of relevant areas. [@CR79] reported the activation of the pre-supplemary motor area and the primary motor cortex during imagery of locomotor movements.

Besides the overlap in neural activation between imagery and execution there are also similarities in the behavioral domain. For instance, the time to complete an imagined movement is known to be similar to the time needed for actual execution of that movement. This phenomenon is known as mental isochrony. [@CR96] showed that the time needed to judge whether a rotated picture of a hand represents a left or a right hand is related to the degree of rotation of that picture. Furthermore, he showed that when the exposed hand positions were awkward or biomechanically difficult, the imagined rotation time increased more than for equally rotated hands in biomechanically easy positions and that the rotation time was similar to real hand rotation time for these positions. The fact that motor imagery seems to respect the normal biomechanical constraints of real movements indicates that these tasks are not accomplished by mere visual imagery, but must be solved by imagining the movement of one's own arm and hand.

[@CR24] studied subjects who where instructed to either actually perform or mentally simulate a leg exercise. Heart rate and respiration rate were measured in both conditions. The results showed that not only during actual exercise the heart rate and respiration rate began to increase but also in the mental condition where no work at all was produced.

These findings have led to a theoretical position termed the *simulation hypothesis* ([@CR59]). This hypothesis states that movement execution, motor imagery and action observation are all driven by the same basic mechanism. Motor imagery and action observation are conceived as "offline" operations of the motor areas in the brain.

Also [@CR90] stressed the aspect of central simulation. They argued that motor imagery contains elements of kinesthetic sensations which may be seen as a substitute for the sensory feedback that would arise when the movement would be executed. They argued further that during motor imagery subjects internally simulate kinesthetic sensations associated with the imagined movement (see also [@CR22] who discuss the simulation aspect from a more philosophical standpoint).

Together all these data show an important point, viz. that a cognitive activity, such as motor imagery is not a modality-free and symbolic act but an act that is *embodied* in that it activates sensory-motor areas in the brain. Thus, in the brain, imagination is not separate from action and perception (see also [@CR58]).

Observation {#Sec4}
===========

Similar phenomena have been found for the *observation* of movements. Also here rCBF increases have been found in the premotor cortex, middle temporal gyrus, inferior and middle frontal gyri and parietal cortex during the perception of goal-directed hand movements ([@CR43]; [@CR44]; [@CR48]). [@CR76], not only showed how corticospinal excitability increased during the observation of hand movements, but also that the facilitation was larger during observation of natural hand-orientations than during the observation of unnatural hand orientations. The latter is in line with recent findings of [@CR99] who reported that the observation of biological motion (a walking human) activated the superior temporal sulcus significantly more than the observation of non-biological motion (movements of isolated limb segments in space).

[@CR14] studied to what extent the observation of a movement influenced the *execution* of that movement. The authors used a reaction time paradigm. Subjects were instructed to perform a finger movement as fast as possible. The results indicated that the initiation times of the movements were faster when the movement that had to be performed was identical to the movement that was observed. For example, when a subject observed a model performing a finger-lifting movement with hand palm down, the initiation time of the execution of an identical movement was significantly shorter than the initiation time of a finger-lifting movement with the hand-palm up. These results provided evidence for the influence of observation on movement execution. Similar results were obtained by [@CR123] who also investigated the influence of the posture of the observer's hand and that of the model's hand on the facilitation of potentials recorded from the muscles of the hand during the observation of finger movements. The main question was whether the activation of a muscle is related to its functional role in the observed movement or to the congruency between the posture of the observed hand and the hand of the observer. The results showed a facilitation of the FDI muscle only during the observation of index finger movements that, if actually performed, would imply the involvement of that muscle. The finding that motor facilitation takes place only during observation of movements that map the motor function of the recorded muscles is in line with the notion that observed movements are directly matched onto the observer's motor system.

[@CR81] showed that observing another person undergoing a process of motor learning influenced the performance of the observer. Subjects were observing a video depicting another person learning a clockwise force field. These subjects performed significantly better when later tested than control subjects who did not observe the movement pattern. Hence, by observing another individual's attempts to move accurately in a novel force environment, the observer was able to form a neural representation of the environment's mechanical properties, which could be used for the performance of that movement.

[@CR78] investigated whether the observation of emotional facial expressions would lead to the imitation of these expressions by the observer. They asked whether this imitative reaction was driven by automatic mimicry or that it was the result of the recognition of the observed emotion. Their results seem to indicate that spontaneous facial imitation is more related to an emotional reaction than to facial mimicry.

The mirror neuron system plays a central role in these findings (see [@CR103]). Mirror neurons fire not only when a monkey (or a human) performs a movement, but also when someone else executes that movement and the subject is observing the performance. [@CR35] provided in a TMS study the first evidence for the existence of a mirror system in humans by showing that the observation of a movement resulted in motor facilitation.

Although mirror neurons first were solely described for hand movements (grasping), recently it has been described that mirror neurons also fire during the execution of mouth movements. In a brain imaging study of [@CR7] in which human subjects were instructed to observe mouth actions performed by humans (silent speech), monkeys (lip smacking) and dogs (barking) it was shown that the observation of human silent speech activated the pars opercularis of the left inferior frontal gyrus, the premotor section of Broca's region. The observation of monkey lip smacking activated the same region but to a smaller extent, whereas the observation of the barking dog only activated the extrastriate visual areas. Probably barking is too far away from the sensorimotor representations we have related to mouth action. Also [@CR126] showed that the observation of communicative, speech-related mouth movements, facilitated the excitability of the motor system involved in the production of these movements. Hence, action observation automatically triggers action simulation and by this action observation facilitates action execution ([@CR59]; [@CR42]).

An interesting characteristic of the mirror neurons is that, during action observation, mirror neurons only discharge when a biological effector (a hand) interacts with an object, and not when the action is performed by using a tool (see also [@CR31]; [@CR43]; [@CR121]). The neurons remain silent also when the grasping movement is performed *in vacuo*, that is, without an object. This was reflected in an fMRI study by [@CR6]. During the scanning session the subjects were asked to observe object-related and non-object-related movements performed by another individual with different body parts (arm, hand, mouth and foot). The following actions had to be observed: biting an apple and chewing (mouth actions), reaching and grasping a ball or a little cup and mimicking these actions without the objects (hand actions), kicking a ball or pushing a brake or mimicking these actions without the target objects (foot actions). The results showed that when a subject observed actions performed by another person with different effectors, different parts of the pre-motor cortex were activated. During the observation of mouth actions there was a bilateral activation of ventral area 6 and area 44, plus an activation of right area 45. During hand actions, a more dorsal part of ventral area 6, plus a dorsal sector of area 44 were activated in both hemispheres. The observation of foot actions activated the dorsal sector of area 6 bilaterally ([@CR6], pp 403). These results are important since they showed that the effector-related somatotopic activation pattern exists not only during the execution and imagination of a movement but also during the observation of a movement. Furthermore, the data revealed a marked difference between activation patterns in object-related actions and non-object related actions. In the latter case the activation was much lower or even absent.

Motor learning by means of motor imagery and observation {#Sec5}
========================================================

As argued before, movement execution, motor imagery and action observation are all driven by the same basic mechanism. Motor imagery and action observation are conceived as offline operations of the motor system.

Both motor imagery and movement observation may play a role in (re-)learning motor control. However, until now controlled group-studies on the clinical effect of motor imagery are rare.

On the basis of the reviewed experimental studies it can be argued that also observation may facilitate the motor system. Observation can be seen as a sort of motor priming which has clinical significance. Indeed, the observation of a movement (or action) may facilitate the execution of that movement. The above mentioned results of [@CR14] and [@CR123], indeed, provide some evidence for this argument. However, until now no clinical studies exist in which this argument has been tested in a patient-related context.

In sports and other physical activities the learning effects of motor imagery (mental practice) are more extensively documented. A number of older studies showed that motor imagery enhanced physical proficiency ([@CR124]; [@CR17]; [@CR19]; [@CR92]). [@CR124] showed that groups of subjects who mentally trained basketball free throws demonstrated an improved skillfulness that was similar to those who physically practiced the task. [@CR17] was able to show that when motor imagery was substituted for physical practice, the motor imagery group performed almost as good as the group that has physically exercised, and that a combination of physical exercise and motor imagery was superior for motor skill learning. Furthermore, it has been shown that repeated motor imagery, in particular imagery from the first person perspective, facilitates the learning of movements ([@CR39]; [@CR32]). In a more recent study of Cumming and [@CR21] with 159 athletes it was shown that motor imagery was a useful tool for sports training, and that elite athletes used motor imagery more than recreational athletes. [@CR135] showed that imagery training of lower leg muscles significantly increased voluntary torque production of the ankle plantar-flexor muscles and that this improvement was not the result of a nonspecific general motivational effect.

However, positive effects of motor imagery training have been described also outside the sport domain. [@CR98] showed that during 5 days of training of musical performance both motor imagery and motor execution resulted in an increase in performance although the motor execution group out-performed the motor imagery group. Interestingly, the motor imagery group demonstrated the same training effect as the motor execution group after only one additional execution session.

In an intriguing study [@CR132] showed that muscular force increased following motor imagery training. They studied the maximal voluntary force production of the fifth digit of the metacarpophalangeal joint in healthy subjects after a training program of repetitive, maximal isometric muscle contractions and compared the results of these physical exercises with the results of a mental training program that did not involve the repetitive activation of muscles. The mean abduction force of the left (trained) digit increased 30% for the contraction group and 22% for the imagining group, whereas a control group showed no improvement. Hence, an increase in force was achieved without any actual repeated muscle activation. An important aspect was that muscular force increased although during motor imagery no EMG activity could be registered. Yue and Cole conclude therefore that the increase in muscle strength following mental training could not be the result of neural changes at the execution level, but had to be attributed to higher (central) levels of the motor system involved in planning and programming.

A similar result was obtained by [@CR88] who showed that subjects were able to learn to abduct their big toe by means of motor imagery, without moving the other toes. In this experiment subjects were randomly assigned to a group where they had to train by means of motor imagery, to a group were they had to physically practice the outward movement of the toe or to a control group that did not practice at all. They showed that the motor imagery group and the physical practice group significantly improved the ability to abduct the toe, whereas the control group showed no improvement. However, the improvement for the motor imagery group was significant only in the subjects who already had some ability to perform the abduction movement and not in subjects who found it impossible to abduct the toe at the start of the experiment. This finding may indicate that a representation of a movement must exist for motor imagery training to be effective. If this is true then it would implicate that totally novel movements can not be learned by means of motor imagery. However, caution remains necessary since the learning period was very short and the target movement was a rather artificial one.

In line with the above mentioned findings of Yue and Cole (1993) also [@CR88] found no EMG output during motor imagery. The muscle was silent. In another study of [@CR89] subjects had to imagine effortful squat movements. EMG, heart-rate and respiration were measured and again the results showed that with the exception of respiration no significant peripheral activation could be measured during motor imagery. These results seem to indicate that the learning effects of motor imagery are not the result of peripheral low-threshold activation of muscles but the result of a central mechanism.

[@CR65] further explored this central mechanism. They studied the improvement on a 2-button press sequential task in a physical practice group, a motor imagery group and a no-practice group. They found that the improvements of the physical practice group were accompanied by increased striatal and decreased cerebellar activation, while the improvement in the motor imagery group was accompanied by increased cerebellar, pre-motor and striatal activation. The fact that motor imagery activated cortical and cerebellar sensorimotor networks suggests that motor imagery might be an effective additional tool for rehabilitation.

Although a number of reports exist of experimental studies with healthy participants or of experiments using motor imagery in sports, controlled clinical group studies using motor imagery in rehabilitation are still scarce. In a recent paper, [@CR112] discussed the value of motor imagery for stroke rehabilitation. They also stressed the fact that until now only few studies exist that investigated the clinical value of motor imagery in stroke. On theoretical grounds, however, motor imagery may represent an interesting novel approach for rehabilitation (see also [@CR10]). Motor Imagery activates relevant motor areas in the brain, it can be employed when and where the trainee wants to use it and as often as he wants it. Furthermore, the movements can be imagined in any context that is relevant for the individual patient. The latter is not a trivial remark, since from the motor learning literature it is known that a certain level of equivalence must exist between the learning=training context and the context of application. This is termed the "law" of situational equivalence, (Magill 1997; [@CR86]; [@CR110]).

The same is true for the therapeutic use of *observation and imitation*. We are not aware of any studies that use observation for rehabilitation. There is an ongoing study by [@CR8] that shows some promising results of observation therapy in stroke rehabilitation. However, these results are preliminary and need to be confirmed when the study is completed. In the next section I will focus, therefore, primarily on the empirical findings that exist in relation to motor imagery.

Motor imagery as a tool for motor rehabilitation {#Sec6}
================================================

In an older study of [@CR38] 36 elderly women over the age of 70 were assigned to one of 3 conditions: Condition A, *control*; Condition B, *relaxation*; or Condition C, *ideokinetic facilitation*. Baseline and final measures of one-legged balance time were compared after a 3-day intervention period. Results showed significant improvement between baseline and final measures within condition C only. The authors concluded that mental practice of a physical task can improve performance and may be of use to the clinician.

Also [@CR68] reported better equilibrium characteristics in elderly women as measured by walking balance and foot placement measures as a result of a combined treatment of motor imagery and physical therapy.

[@CR37] were able to show that a 3-week imagery program combined with physical exercises, reduced back pain and improved postural control in patients who suffered from chronic back pain and were assessed as having varying degrees of lordosis and kyphosis.

[@CR16] used motor imagery in a case study with a locked-in patient. The patient was quadriplegic and mute, but she could blink and make vertical eye movements on command. One month after the stroke EMG and TMS recordings revealed no motor activity in the right abductor digiti minimi muscle. However, when the patient was instructed to think as lively as possible about the movement of the paralyzed little finger, the latency and elicitability of the responses improved as compared to the relaxation condition. Although no functional gains were reported, this result is not trivial since it indicates that motor imagery can be used for regaining some control over a peripheral effector, even in the case of a locked-in patient. This may open new possibilities for rehabilitation research in these patients. Indeed, it may be that motor imagery could be used for the control of external devices by using the output signal created by the imagination of a movement as the input signal for a machine. The work of [@CR100], that will be mentioned at the end of this section shows that this is not an unrealistic idea. (See also [@CR54], who showed that neuronal activity recorded through a 96-microelectrode array implanted in primary motor cortex related to the intended hand motion could be used for modulating cortical spiking patterns three years after spinal cord injury).

In a study with stroke patients [@CR93] tested the beneficial effect of motor imagery on arm function in stroke patients. Eight stroke patients with a hemiparetic right arm underwent a 4 week training program consisting of motor imagery and occupational therapy. The results of this program were compared to the results of 8 controls who received only occupational therapy. Arm function was assessed by means of the Fugl-Meyer scale. The results indicated that the stroke patients who received the combined program improved significantly more that those who received only occupational therapy. The patients in this study were all stroke patients in the early post stroke period, in that their post-stroke period ranged from 2--11 months.

It is an interesting question whether motor imagery would be clinically useful also for chronic stroke patients with a more stabilized motor status. This question was investigated in another study by [@CR95]. Six patients, at least 1 year post stroke were trained for 6 weeks with a treatment combination of physical therapy and motor imagery. The results of this group, in terms of functional improvements of the hemiparetic arm, were compared to the improvements of a control group that received physical therapy combined with relaxation exercises. The results indicated that arm function improved more for the group that received the combined treatment of physical therapy and motor imagery than for the group that received physical therapy combined with relaxation training which indicated that motor imagery may play a therapeutic role even in patients more than 1 year post stroke.

[@CR69] studied 26 stroke patients that received motor imagery in combination with physical therapy during 3 weeks, for 1 h a day. The authors were able to show that the patients in the motor imagery group improved significantly more on functional tasks than the patients in the control group who received only additional assistance from the therapist. However, their intervention protocol was not aimed at relearning basic motor skills but at the learning of movements for performing daily activities, such as folding the laundry. Therefore, specific instructions for forming a kinesthetic image or to use first person imagery were absent in this study. This suggests that these patients did not use "real" motor imagery but a form of visual imagery. This may explain why they showed a beneficial effect on the daily living tasks, but no effect on the motor performance per se. The patients in the motor imagery group did improve on neuropsychological tasks measuring attention, suggesting that their capacity in attentive processing had been improved as a result of the mental imagery training. This may indicate that visual imagery might be used for relearning the more cognitive and planning aspects of movements, whereas motor imagery could play a role in relearning basic motor skills. However, since this argument refers to just a single study, we have to be careful.

[@CR15] employed transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) in a population of hemiparetic stroke patients in a post-acute stage to map out the abductor digiti minimi (ADM) muscle cortical representation of the affected (AH) and unaffected (UH) hemisphere at rest, during motor imagery and during voluntary contraction. Imagery induced an enhancement of the ADM map area and volume in both hemispheres in a way which partly corrected the abnormal asymmetry between AH and UH motor output seen in rest condition. Their findings demonstrated that motor imagery significantly enhanced the cortical excitability of the hemisphere affected by stroke in a post-acute stage.

In an innovative study [@CR100] showed that it was possible for a subject to move through a virtual street without using any muscular activity, but by imagining feet movements. A brain-computer interface was use that transformed intention-related EEG signals into an output signal that could drive the events in the virtual environment. The imagination of the feet movements affected the sensorimotor EEG signals in such an extent that it could be used as a control signal.

As a conclusion it can be stated that it is still extremely difficult to draw any evidence-based conclusions regarding the use of motor imagery in rehabilitation (see also [@CR11]; [@CR112]; [@CR28]). The majority of the studies, until now, can be characterized as clinical case studies or pre-experimental studies ([@CR94]; [@CR133]; [@CR118]; [@CR20]; [@CR29]; [@CR30]; [@CR56]).

Is every patient able to use motor imagery? {#Sec7}
===========================================

This is a relevant question. Indeed, when brain damage has wiped out the capacity to imagine movements, motor imagery would be a senseless therapeutic innovation. [@CR57] argued that lesions to the parietal lobes may impair motor imagery. Also [@CR73] argued that patients with parietal lesions and with left lateral prefrontal lesions are not able to imagine a movement.

[@CR114] showed that patients with lesions of the parietal cortex were impaired in a mental isochrony task. They were not able to predict the time necessary to perform a finger movement task. They argued that the parietal cortex is important for generating mental representations of movements.

[@CR131] showed that disorders of the basal ganglia influenced the capacity to imagine movement execution. They compared the ability to learn a graphomotor task in 2 groups of neurological patients. The first group consisted of patients suffering from Parkinson's disease, whereas the second group consisted of patients with Huntington's disease. They compared the 2 groups after a 10 min motor imagery training period. The results were remarkable, it was found that motor imagery had a positive effect on the motor performance of Huntington patients but no effect on the performance of the Parkinson patients. Parkinson patients did not learn the graphomotor task with motor imagery but also not by actual physical exercise. Furthermore, the Parkinson patients were impaired in the use of visual imagery. The effect of visual imagery in the Huntington group was correlated with the degree of atrophy in the caudate nucleus which may indicate that atrophy of the caudate nucleus specifically affected visual imagery, without affecting motor imagery (see [@CR57], p 1138).

In a PET study [@CR122] showed that in Parkinson patients, brain activation during motor imagery was abnormal, compared to normal control subjects. They argued that these motor imagery abnormalities suggest that the physiological processes underlying motor imagery seem to be sensitive to dopaminergic dysfunction. In a way this is not unexpected because motor imagery reflects the activation of an internal action representation without any external guidance which is a difficult task for patients with Parkinson's disease.

By using EEG [@CR67] studied the effect of visual imagery and motor imagery on the Contingent Negative Variation (CNV) in Parkinson patients and in a group of age-matched controls. The CNV is a slow negative movement and sensory-related potential that reaches it maximal amplitude at the vertex. Two main components can be distinguished in the CNV, an *early* and a *late* component. The early component is frontally distributed and involves the prefrontal cortex and the cingulated motor areas. The late component is generated by the basal-gangliathalamocortical loop and reflects activity in the primary motor cortex. The authors investigated whether imagery would alter the movement related potentials for patients with Parkinson disease. It was expected that motor imagery would have a larger effect on the amplitudes of the CNV compared to visual imagery ([@CR67], p. 2309). The results indicated that 10 min of visual imagery had neither any effect on the amplitude (Global Field Power) of the late CNV in Parkinson patients nor on the amplitudes of the CNV in the controls. Motor imagery, however, increased the amplitude (global field power) of the late CNV in Parkinson patients but not in controls. These authors concluded, therefore, that motor imagery could be a promising method for motor rehabilitation in Parkinson patients. Hence, these results are partly in contrast to the earlier findings of [@CR131] and [@CR122].

Earlier studies of brain injured hemiplegic subjects suggest that they may retain the ability to generate images of movements they no longer can perform. In general these results were based on introspection or on questionnaires. [@CR60] employed a more objective procedure to investigate the imagery ability of hemiplegic patients. The patients had to indicate what the most efficient handgrip was to perform an action. In order to solve this problem they had to mentally simulate the action (motor imagery). He found that almost no differences were found between hemiplegic patients and healthy controls in solving that motor task.

In a related study that is still running in our own lab. We use a modified Parson's task for investigating whether stroke patients are able to perform motor imagination tasks. On a screen a hand (or a foot) is presented in a particular angular position. The subject had to decide as fast as possible if the observed hand or foot was a left or right hand (or foot). This task is contrasted with a letter rotation task. The letter R is presented on a screen also in different angular positions. In this condition the subject had to decide whether the R was positioned in a normal or in a mirror fashion. It is known that by performing the hand (or foot) task motor areas in the brain are involved, whereas during the performance of the R-task mainly visual area's are activated. The scores on the hand=foot reaction times (decision times), therefore, reflect the ability to rotate the body parts "in the head" which is an act of imagination. The preliminary results show that about 50% of the hemiplegic patients are able to perform the task in the same way as normal controls do (De Vries et al. in prep)[1](#Fn1){ref-type=""}.

[@CR87] explored the relation between age and imagery capacity. Scores on the vividness of movement imagery questionnaire were obtained for 333 participants, divided in 3 age groups (\<30 yrs; 30--64 yrs and \>64 yrs). The results showed that elderly participants were slightly worse in motor imagery capacity than younger participants, particularly in relation to motor imagery from a first person (internal) perspective.

As a conclusion it can be stated that it is still too early to give research-based advises concerning the type of patients that would profit most from motor imagery.

Theoretical notions on motor imagery {#Sec8}
====================================

As indicated, the empirical basis for the clinical implementation of motor imagery procedures is still small. It is therefore relevant to what extent the theoretical explanation of motor imagery give further clues for the clinical use of motor imagery.

Traditionally two theoretical notions have been distinguished, a peripheral one and a central one. The peripheral theory is termed the psychoneuromuscular theory. This theory is based on the observation that during imagery of a particular movement the same muscles are activated as during the actual execution of that movement ([@CR32]; [@CR4]). Furthermore, it is suggested that the same neuromotor pathways that are involved in the execution of a specific action are activated also during mental practice. This activation helps skill learning by improving the appropriate coordination patterns as a result of the strengthening of motor programs in the motor cortex, and by priming the corresponding motoneurons of the muscles necessary to execute a motor task ([@CR94]).

The psychoneuromuscular theory is supported by a number of studies. [@CR55] was one of the first to demonstrate an increase in muscular activity when subjects were imagining movements. This muscular activity would function as afferent sensory input to motor control centres in the brain. Also more recent studies showed an increase in electromyographic (EMG) activity during imagined action ([@CR51]; [@CR127]; [@CR61]; [@CR128]; [@CR2]; [@CR71]).

However, at the same time, motor imagery experiments have been performed in which EMG activity or other peripheral activation were absent during movement imagery. [@CR132] showed an improvement of force production after mental training without actual repeated muscle activation. The results of Mulder et al. ([@CR88], [@CR89]) also showed improvement without any peripheral activation. It can be argued, that if motor imagery, indeed, results in peripheral activation, we actually can not talk about motor imagery in the strictest sense, since the definition of motor imagery refers to the mental execution of a movement without any activation of the muscle(s). The obtained experimental results, therefore, are highly dependent on the instruction given to the participants.

At this moment more evidence exists for a central explanation of motor imagery. Especially [@CR42] ([@CR45], but see also [@CR59]) stressed that motor imagery may be seen as the internal simulation of actions. [@CR50] takes a related standpoint, but goes one step further by stating that motor imagery results from the control centers of the brain driving an *emulator* of the body, whereby the normal efferent flow is disengaged from the muscle system. The emulator is a system that receives a copy of the efferent commands together with the estimated sensory consequences. Hence, when an efferent motor command is given, a correlary discharge is generated. This correlary discharge is sent to the emulator, so that it may update the motor representation. The crucial point is, that from the correlary discharge it is possible to predict the re-afference that will be generated by the movement when it will (would) be executed. This predicted afference is termed the efference copy.

The emulator concept is closely related to the concept of efference copy. The emulator mimics the input-output function of the sensorimotor system.

So, motor imagery creates an internal central flow of information that can be seen as a sensory estimation of the output (which does not takes place) and that can be used for learning. This mechanism explains also the above mentioned results of [@CR88] who found that toe abduction could be learned by means of motor imagery, but only for the subjects who were already able to perform the target movement at least at a minimal level. Indeed, for totally novel movements it is in principle not possible to start the emulation cycle, since no representation of the action exists.

Although a detailed discussion about the background mechanisms of motor imagery exceeds the aim of the present paper, it can be argued that a solid theoretical basis exists for motor imagery as a cognitive phenomenon and that this basis justifies the exploration of motor imagery as a cognitive tool for rehabilitation.

Final conclusions {#Sec9}
=================

Motor imagery can be seen as a promising technique for motor rehabilitation. However, it is not a substitute for physical exercise it should be seen as a complementary but relevant technique to improve motor learning. At this moment it is difficult to draw any definitive conclusions regarding the clinical relevance. However, on the basis of the reported pilot and=or quasi-experimental studies and on the basis of modern motor control theory and learning theory, it can be argued that starting controlled clinical group-studies in order to investigate the value of motor imagery is more than justified.
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